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Research Resumed
Zhao Xiaoli, a Chinese researcher at Tohoku University in Sendai, Miyagi Prefecture, has remained
in Japan since the Great East Japan Earthquake. Masaki Yamada interviewed her.
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university’s recovery. There was a lot that needed to
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wonderful approach to research and the facilities
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me. That’s why I wanted to do whatever I could to

When the Great East Japan Earthquake struck, the
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resumed, Zhao was awarded a new honor. She re-
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the former teacher of acclaimed Chinese writer Lu
Xun, who studied at Sendai Medical School, the predecessor of Tohoku University.
Zhao’s dream is to one day return to China and
utilize the technologies she has learned in Japan in
her home country.
“My daily life is the same as it was before the
earthquake, and campus life is back to normal. I just
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want to continue to dedicate myself to my research
here,” says Zhao.
Zhao Xiaoli at her laboratory in Tohoku University

Masaki Yamada is a freelance writer.
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